Creating a community focused on empowering housewives economically through culinary tourism.
PROBLEM

BOUNDAW

She has always dreamed of building her own food business.

SEBASTIAN

He would like to taste genuine local cuisine in the countries he visits.
SOLUTION

Oh les chefs, a marketplace that connects home chefs with customers.
MARKET VALIDATION

Chez Terena
4.5 ★★★★★ (144) 📅
Restaurant africain · Ouvert

Gérer le profil de votre établissement
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

We have successfully developed the initial version of our solution, and we are currently in the testing phase.
We have a business model with two revenue streams.

**MAIN**
Commission on orders.
25%

**SECOND**
Sale of packaging and main ingredients.
IMPACT

We can create economic opportunities for thousands of housewives, enabling them to achieve financial independence.